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HOW TO READ PUPIL'S
WRITTEN THEMES
THE only way to learn to play golf is
to play—to go out day after day and
knock the little ball around the field.
Reading a textbook about golf does not do
it; neither does watching experts at the game;
although, no doubt, both these things help
somewhat, though little. A careful analytical cross-sectioning and analysis of golf balls
and golf clubs of every sort, cutting them to
pieces and studying each constituent part,
is a pleasant and maybe profitable divertissement for an expert between his rounds of
actual play; he loves and can enjoy everything connected with his hobby, even rattling
its bare bones. For a beginner, however, or
a self-distrustful amateur, it would hinder
rather than help, by making him conscious
of too many things beside the main point of
his game.
One cannot learn to play golf without
practice, plenty of it. Practice alone, however, will not produce one's best game, even
though it be indefatigable. There must be
two accessory efforts, also persisted in. First,
some one who knows golf pretty well—at
least better than oneself—must travel with one
and watch and criticize one's game. This
need not be on every round; in fact, every
round under criticism can, no doubt, be followed profitably by several without, during which
the suggestions are pondered upon. Neither
need the criticism point out all the things that
one does not do well. When one isn't really
very good yet, it is disheartening and confusing to face at once everything which a good
player might truthfully say about one's
game; it makes one want nothing else so
much as to quit and go home, utterly discouraged. Secondly, one must learn to analyze—to analyze both one's own game and
the performances of experts whom one may
watch. The mere onlooker learns nothing,
although he may be entertained; the ambi-
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tious student penetrates beneath the spectacle
to the elements which make it admirable.
The ideal teacher of golf does for his
pupil three things. In the first place, he
dangles before the beginner's fascinated eyes
the possibilities of really skillful playing—the
attainment of certain difficult goals wth almost marvelous ease. In the second place,
after this first stimulus has produced wellnigh a fever of protracted and repeated effort, he leads the pupil little by little to separate his play into its elements and be conscious of the part which each element—desirable or undesirable—has in determining the
ultimate success or lack of success of the play
of which it is a part. Thirdly, the ideal
teacher of golf himself performs, at first slowly and then more and more normally, while
his pupil discovers in this expert performance
the elements which he has been taught to oN
serve in himself and notes the difference between them here and in his own play. Then
he can also watch, and profit from watching,
other experts. Ultimately he can put, through
painstaking effort and practice, what he sees
in them into his own play.
As in Golf, So in English
The first lesson in the teaching of English
composition is to read the above three paragraphs through thrice, and on the third round
to substitute English Composition words for
golf words throughout.
The present paper might deal with the
first step mentioned above—that of stimulus;
but it does not, and the order obtaining is
deliberate. A later paper, or probably two
more, will discuss theme subjects, theme assignment, and making pupils' writings stimulating, not a mere grind. The undertaking here is to help teachers to criticize themes
so that each pupil may learn to analyze his
own language for its elements of strength
and weakness.
There is no value in theme reading in
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and of itself. Very many teachers make
theme reading a fetish, not an intelligently
used instrument for educating pupils. The
real problems connected with it are two;
How can it be done economically? and, How
can a teacher use it skillfully to help boys and
girls to grow in power in the use of language?
There are two points of view in theme
reading which are in practice rather necessarily separated. One is a look toward the language used, particularly to determine errors;
the other is an inquiry regarding what ideas
the pupil has expressed and how well he has
said them. The first of these is ordinarily
held by every teacher; the second, by every
pupil. What the pupil cares about is, how
well the teacher likes what he has said and
wherein he has failed to express himself quite
clearly. Theoretically, the teacher also cares
for this; no teacher, being questioned, would
deny that it is the main thing. But in practice the instructor usually sees—or, at any
rate, leads the pupil to think that he sees—
only lapses from grace in the use of conventions of language. Spelling, punctuation,
capitalizing, paragraphing, and even much
grammar, are to the pupil annoying trifles
and to the typical teacher terribly important
facts, mountains in the bulk of their momentousness, which he must impart, although he
die from the intensity of the effort. The result of all this is that teachers and pupils ordinarily work at cross-purposes.
Insure Co-operation
The first step in economical theme reading
is to have the teacher and pupils co-operate,
not thwart each other and be out of sorts
and discouraged half of the time and nonplussed the other half. The flavor of theme
writing and of theme reading is wrong if
the finished product is to lead only to conflict
and hard feelings. There is but one way
to co-operate; that is to go yourself as far as
is necessary to meet the other person. If
you encounter him on the way, coming toward
you, excellent! If you do not, go even to
the far limits of his own territory. But
when you have met and have been friendly,
bring him back a part of the way with you—
not through force, but through the gentle
compulsion of great friendliness. Few teach-
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ers of composition make sure that they are
meeting their pupils on a common ground of
co-operation.
An instructor does well who reads a theme
chiefly to get the thing which the pupil intended to put into it. This may seem to be
a loss of time and opportunity, but it is not;
for it will win, ultimately if not at first, the
pupil's interest and helpfulness toward the
things which the teacher wishes that he had
attended to. Most young people respond
spontaneously to interest and liberality.
Read Themes Rapidly
The second step in economical theme reading is to read rapidly. Speed in reading is a
habit; it can be developed. Teachers are, as
a rule, too conscientious in perusing themes;
they plod, because they are afraid of missing
something—mostly, of overlooking one or
more insignificant errors. One can race
through a theme and get most of it. Many
themes ought to be raced through, not "chewed and digested."
There is a tradition, venerable and hoary,
about red-inking themes, in the text and in
the margin, with specific symbols indicating
the particular types of errors found. In the
light of modern educational experience, this
procedure is probably indefensible. There
are three reasons. First, in effect it slaps the
pupil in the face; the paper which comes
back to him takes all his courage and enthusiasm away in the first lurid moment. To
his mind the theme thus brutally marked has
proved a failure beyond any redemption which
he cares to attempt. I well remember a certain youngster in a certain classroom which
I chanced to visit. He went forward to receive his theme from the teacher's hand.
While he stood there at the desk he unfolded
it and glanced down the page. "P-p-p-p-p,"
he articulated, half aloud; then, "I never
could punctuate!" and threw the paper into
the wastebasket at his feet. He had not even
looked at the text except fleetingly, but only
at the margin. Other pupils were throwing
their themes away-— and everywhere do throw
their themes away—but not quite so openly.
Even if the child retains or recovers his
courage and interest, he is confused by the
multiplicity of the red-inking. All his faults
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stare at him at once, in a kind of nightmare, correct for himself, because he thinks that
not one of them distinct and separate enough the teacher somehow likes to make those corto provide an easy point of attack toward rections; "teachers of English are built that
way," he remarks philosophically to himself.
improvement.
And, finally, the system does not work; it
The conventional red-inking, in the sec- has been tried for years without achieving
ond place, almost invariably means that the
notable success. Altogether, there seems to
teacher has put too much time upon one pabe no reason to keep this way of reading
per. I myself, at any rate, cannot mark themes themes unless positively no other can be
carefully, with symbols, in less than about found.
ten minutes to each two or three-page paper.
If the teacher accepts the burden of indicatKnowledge is Power
ing every error, the pupil is entitled to assume
The third step in economical theme readthat everything marked is correct. Consequently the teacher must be most painstaking ing is to know English so well oneself that
and exhaustive. The effort required to be no time is wasted in marking or pondering
certain of completeness is very much greater about language usages which are correct, althan that requisite to mark only outstanding though perhaps strange. Most young teachwrong usages. Teachers of composition usu- ers' and many others do not infallibly distinally waste time by taking upon themselves a guish right usage from wrong. Their scholarship is inaccurate. I am not sure about the
heavier burden than necessary.
value of systematic grammar to pupils, but I
The third reason why red-inking with am sure of its indispensability to teachers.
specific symbols is undesirable is that it pre- Often, too, even when the scholarship is povents instead of stimulating the pupil's own tentially sufficient, the attention is so little
thought about his language. Everything is trained that the teacher cannot use what he
pointed out; he views it passively: he is ob- knows. There is a difference between the
liged to discover nothing for himself, or even ability to grasp English in an orderly, systeto analyze what is brought to his attention. matic presentation in a textbook, read perhaps
Some children do analyze, but that is in spite under conditions permitting an unbroken
of the system, not because of it; their investiga- train of thought, and the ability to pick quicktive curiosity cannot be thwarted. The aim of ly from a child's composition the slips from
really good educational methods must be to de- correct usage. I have known college seniors,
velop independence—individual strength and under training for teaching, and some of
initiative to discover and cope with difficulties. them already experienced, repeatedly to pass
When a teacher specifically points out every by glaring errors (even after being warned)
fault in a writing, with a label characteriz- and to mark as wrong wholly correct language
ing it, he does what the pupil himself should in the near vicinity. Yet every such student
do and could be taught to do.
could pass a good examination calling for or2
Because of what has just been said, it is derly statements of the points involved.
very probable that the traditionally establishAvoid Fads and Fancies
ed detailed marking of themes is a procedure
likely to be discarded in the best teaching.
The fourth fundamental characteristic
Three additional points might be stated brief- of the right reading of themes is the avoidly. The famous "Hopkins' Report'1 has ance of whimsicality. One who has not obshown the physical impossibilities of marking served will be amazed to be told what whims
many themes in this manner; if a considerable and fantasies regarding language many teachnumber of writings is had from pupils, the ers of composition have. The stress is just as
teacher must find some other way to criticize likely to be put vehemently upon some "pet
them. Further, it is observable that not sel- peeve" as upon a barbarism. I remember
dom the teacher spends more time on a theme one college professor, my superior in a comthan does the pupil. Many a youngster position course in a great university, who
writes rather carelessly, neglecting to look hated the word forceful with bitter animosup matters which he suspects and might easily ity. Invariably he struck it out and substitut-
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ed forcible. The' same misplacing of the
strong condemnation rests quite frequently
upon gotten and the pronoun / at the beginning of a paragraph. I might mention a
good many other pet school-teacher whims.
The net result of having them running around
loose is to decrease greatly the force of really crucial linguistic criticism.'
Remember that English is a Live Language
Closely allied with the point just given is
another, difficult to state. All prospective
teachers of composition should be well taught
in the history of the English language. It
is a grievous fact that at present few universities offer such a course, given in a manner
to commend it to worth-while students. It
is usually, if given, the pasture of the driest
dry-as-dust fossil in the department, just before he is superannuated. Young teachers
need a thorough and enjoyable grounding
in the fundamentals of English; for, fifthly,
good theme reading should recognize that a
live language changes. Most teachers of English resist change in English usage, very
strenuously. They offer themselves as a vicarious sacrifice to the juggernaut of inevitable linguistic change; but they do it without
deserving credit, for most of them are ignorant of the fact that there is legitimately
such a thing as linguistic change. A cynic
is reminded of old King Canute, on the sands
of the seashore, commanding the tide to stand
back.
Many of the language usages of children
are not so much incorrect as extremely progressive—perhaps, indeed, too progressive, for
children must not outrun adults; an education
which permits this would be rather ineffective; but, nevertheless, children's language is
likely to differ from adults' in the general
direction in which English is moving much
faster than grown people, and teachers in
particular, realize.
Teachers spend much energy trying to
slow children down regarding this very legitimate tendency in their language. When,
rather sternly (with that superior self-assurance which Wordsworth has portrayed so
delightfully), the instructor commands the
pupil to "look in the dictionary," the chances
are about three out of five that he is using
this great and; good Bible of language as
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a sheet anchor to hold back progress. Teachers are great conservatives. They cannot help
it; all their training tends that way. But
the result of this fact is that, regarding language, they work at cross-purposes with children. The adult is studied, confident, learned;
the child is only instinctive, but he has on
his side the great, intangible, irresistible soul
of the language.
Perhaps most children speak two tongues
—their schoolroom language, under the eye
of the teacher (and possibly also at home),
and their natural language, when free from
this restraint. Teachers have observed this, but
are wont to ascribe it to sheer perversity or,
perhaps sadly, to insufficiently vehement instruction. Have you ever heard a boy on
the playground and with other boys around,
say, "It was I?" Being a boy, a real boy,
he couldn't.
If the teacher knows enough he will be
less conservative than teachers usually are.
He will read themes to find vital language,
not bookishness. He will guide development,
but will waste little or no energy trying to
prevent it.
An aside—a remark not about theme
reading, but about oral English—is that
eighty percent of the school criticism of the
accent of words is in the category just described. What teachers do not know concerning the tendencies of English regarding
shift of accent is one hundred percent of the
total truth.
Read a Group of Themes at a Time
The sixth remark about the reading of
themes is that not one, but a handful, from
each pupil should be looked at at a sitting.
This suggestion brings forward complications, and most of these must wait for later
treatment. The only important thing in
theme reading is to learn, and to bring to
the writer's attention, specific habits which
are manifest. If an error occurs only once,
it is negligible. If many errors occur only
once, they severally are negligible; but probably their cause is carelessness, and that—
or whatever the cause may really be—is a
specific habit requiring notice.. The teacher
would only waste time by harping on the details which are the result of th's definite
cause and may themselves never be wrong
again.
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Habits cannot be identified from a single
theme. Only when, at a sitting, the teacher
finds the same misuses of language occurring
in successive themes can he be sure that he
is beholding what is not a mere careless accident. Teachers waste much time correcting
accidents.
If, as is here suggested, themes be accumulated until there are perhaps a half dozen
to be read at once, we shall seem to be in
conflict with a thoroughly sound principle of
teaching composition not here discussed—viz.,
that a pupil's interest in his writing flags
quickly, and therefore, his theme should be
read and criticized quickly—if possible
within a day or two.
Two answers
to this objection are to be made.
The first is that the present proposal
contemplates very many writings from each
pupil—eighty or more, perhaps, during a
year; consequently the span of time required
to accumulate five or six is much shorter
than most teachers will suppose. In my own
teaching I sometimes receive five or six in
a week, and from most students that number
during every two weeks of intensive writing.
The wait is not so long that the pupil loses
interest. But the second answer to the objection is to suggest that a very profitable use
of the class hour, during a season of writing,
is to give it entirely to hearing pupils read
their own themes to the class group and receive verbal criticisms thereon, on everything
which can be noted by ear. The teacher's
criticism of the manuscript is then secondary,
and, although looked forward to, can be
postponed.
Use a Rifle, not a Shotgun
The seventh principle of good theme reading is to emphasize only a few wrong habits
at a time. The teacher may, indeed, mark
roughly—with quick strokes, connecting lines,
carets, brackets, and circles—whatever errors he happens to notice. These sketchy
marks become a challenge; they tell the pupil that something is wrong, but not what,
and direct his attention to the places in his
writings which require further thought. The
teacher can mark them rapidly, for he makes
no pretensions of noticing every error. Very
deliberately he does not definitely describe
errors, by symbols or otherwise. This both
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saves his time and stimulates the pupil. The
instructor may mark, in this easy running
manner, all the errors he notes. He need not,
however; for the important thing is to pick
out and mark heavily a very few (perhaps
three or four) prevailing wrong habits, toward
the elimination of which—temporarily, perhaps, neglecting all else—the pupil is to direct every effort.
A child can pay close attention to, and
eliminate, three or four bad habits at a time.
To lay more than about that number before
him at once is merely to scatter his effort
and probably prevent any real conquest of
anything.
Preserve Themes for Reference
The eighth matter to observe in theme
reading is to keep all themes on file through
at least a year, and possibly throughout a
pupil's school course. The files should be
accessible; vertical holders (taking all papers
flat) are perhaps best. The pupil should carry themes away only for very limited periods,
and should receipt for them. If habits are
to be eliminated and other habits formed, only complete files of the writings afford the
teacher the requisite information. Themes
should not be given back to the pupil, to become his property, and they should not be
destroyed.
It is not necessary for the teacher to read
all writings. He will read what he can, and
certainly enough to learn every pupil's habits. Upon request, he will read for content
value any theme which he has not got to, and
on which the author wishes criticism. All
this is above board; there is no pretending to
have read what one has not.
Confer Privately with Pupils
The ninth, and last suggestion about
theme reading is to use the conference method in dealing with individuals. There is no
substitute for it. Errors which are widely
prevalent can be discussed in open class; most
of the helpfulness, however, of a good teacher comes best in quiet talk, person to person,
over a handful of themes.
The English teacher should be programmed so as to permit frequent conferences with
every pupil. An administrative plan which
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does not permit this is false economy. Of the
two evils, too many classes, or too large classes,
if a choice had to be made, I should unhesitatingly select the latter. The high school composition teacher should be programmed for four
classes a day; this will keep him busier than
any other teacher on the staff. A superior
teacher who knows how—and the technique
is very new—can instruct thirty or thirtyfive pupils in a class, or 120 to 140 pupils in
all. If the teacher meets five classes, the result, in my judgment, will be less satisfactory,
even with the same number of pupils altogether. And a principal who programs a composition teacher for more than five classes a day,
including study-hall and all other work, probably cannot under any circumstances have
really good teaching. There is no opportunity, either in time or in free energy, for
the individual contacts which produce the
best results. A superior teacher caught in
a system with such ideals had better move.
Golf is a great game—greatest of all
when it is fun. There are a multitude of
complicated habits to be attained before one's
play becomes really expert, and some of themi
are trying to one's soul. But the ideal teacher—bless him—teachers them one by one so
simply that they are easy to master; and
while doing so, he never spoils the fun.
Charles S. Pendleton
Reprinted, by permission of the author, from
the Peabody Journal of Education, March, 1924.
iTfte Labor and Cost of the Teaching of
English. Committee report, National Council
of Teachers of English, 506 West Sixty-ninth
Street, Chicago. Price, 10 cents.
2Sterling A. Leonard, "How English Teachers Correct Papers," English Journal XII:
517-532 (October, 1923), gives much specific
material on this point—typical of what every
one engaged in training teachers of English
regularly finds.
3J. Leslie Hall: English Usage, Scott,
Foresman & Co., 1917, is a delightful storehouse
of material of this kind, with 141 sections,
each devoted to a particular "error." The book
costs $2.25; it is worth $225 to a teacher who
would keep out—or climb out—of deep ruts.
It is a very valuable offset to Woolley's Handbook and its kind, which, although valuable
tools, are as arbitrary as could be, and sometimes fall into the very error here stigmatized.
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VIRGINIA'S PROGRESS IN
TPIE CURE AND
PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS
IN the days of our grandparents or greatgrandparents tuberculosis was considered
hereditary and incurable. The man who
had this disease thought he Was doomed
to die and that nothing could be done
to help him. The doctors, knowing no
more about the disease than the people,
had their patients put to bed and shut away
from air and sunlight. This of course hastened their death. People naturally thought
the disease was hereditary when whole families were dying from it one after another.
It was not until the latter part of the
nineteenth century that a glimmer of light
appeared with Pasteur's discovery of bacteria
and fermentation. A little later Koch discovered methods of growing, isolating, and
studying germs. In 1882 he isolated the
tubercle bacillus. He grew the germ in his
laboratory, inoculated guinea pigs with these
laboratory-grown germs, and produced the
disease. He had learned what caused tuberculosis, and the beginningi of how it was
spread.
By this contribution to scientific knowledge, Koch gave us the weapon with which
to conquer tuberculosis; and during the years
that have followed many doctors have devoted their lives to the study of the disease. We
have learned that tuberculosis can be prevented
and can be cured.1 No longer are the tuberculosis patients put to bed and shut away
from sunlight and air to die. No longer are
the children of tubercular parents expected
to have the disease just because their parents
have it. We are told that thousands who
in the days of ignorance ' would have contracted the disease, now stay well; thousands,
who probably would have died, now live.
Death Rates in Virginia
Virginia is making material progress in the
reduction of deaths from tuberculosis. Dr.
W. A. Plecker, State Registrar, states that
^Virginia Health Bulletin, No. 4, April 1923,
State Board of Health, Richmond, Ya.
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this is being accomplished not only by a direct fight against the transmission of infection from patient to patient, but that improved knowledge of nutrition is doing much to
prepare the people against the infection of
the tubercular bacilli. The deaths from tu-
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berculosis and death rates per 100,000 population in Virginia by years can be seen from
the following chart which was sent to me
from the Bureau of Vital Statistics, State
Board of Health, Richmond, Virginia:

DEATHS FROM TUBERCULOSIS AND DEATH RATES PER 100,000 POPULATION IN
VIRGINIA BY YEARS
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
Rate | Total | Rate
| Total
Rate Total
Rate Total | Rate Total
j Deaths
Deaths
Deaths |
1 Deaths
Deaths |
151.6
3383
154.9
T. B. of Lungs
3184
149.6
3478 1 161.8 | 3608 | 164.5 | 3436
18.5
410
Other forms of T. B.
395 1 18.1 | 446 | 20.3
407
23.7
436 1 20.2
1921
1922
1920
1919
1918
Rate
Total
Rate
Total
Rate
|
Total
Total
Total
|
Rate
Rate
i
Deaths 1
Deaths
| Deaths
Deaths |
Deaths
2772
116.8
119.2
T. B. of Lungs
3728
168.2
3132 | 136.5 | 2994 | 129.6 | 2800
14.2
14.1
339
331
14.0
Other forms of T. B.
365
16.9
313 | 13.7 | 325
There were in Virginia in 1915 more
deaths from tuberculosis than had been the
case in any other year. This is probably explained by the fact that accurate registration
was established at that time. Since that
year the number has declined except in 1918.
The Bureau of Vital Statistics explains that
the reason for the greatly increased death
rate in 1918 was the large number of deaths
from influenza of persons who had been weakened from tuberculosis and were easy victims
of the new disease.2 Had they not been attacked by influenza, they probably would
have lived through the year and might perhaps have entirely recovered. All deaths
giving tuberculosis and influenza as joint
causes were classed as deaths from tuberculisis
as only one cause can be asigned. That probably had some effect in reducing the death
rate for tuberculosis for two or three years
afterwards, as it removed a number of probable victims for the following years. This
situation prevailed all over the civilized world.
The high death rate in the negro race is
the most alarming factor in Virginia's tuberculosis problem. The death rate from tuberculosis for the entire population of Virginia
is higher than that for the United States.3
A high death rate in either race reacts unfavorably upon the other because a large per2Report of Tuberculosis Committee of Virginia, 1920, Bureau of Vital Statistics, Richmond, Va.
mid.

centage of the negro race is still engaged in
some form of domestic service. The intimate
contact with white houses brought about by
this service makes a communicable disease a
danger among them, particularly to the children whom they serve as nurses, cooks, and
laundresses.
Our State as a unit will continue to sustain an excessive loss from tuberculosis, experts remind us, so long as the disease and
the death rate remain excessive in any large
division of its population.
The State Board of Health
Official public health work began in a
small way long ago when epidemics of Asiatic cholera, typhus fever, and yellow fever
caused various towns and cities to organize
boards of health for the protection of their
citizens. It is said that the earliest of these
boards in Virginia was established in Petersburg in 1780. But not until 1870 did a
rapid development take place; the State
Board of Health of Virginia was founded in
1872, the fourth State Board of Health in
the United States. These early boards were
organized mostly to check epidemics rather
than to prevent diseases. After Louis Pasteur's discoveries of the relationship of microbes to disease and Koch's great discovery
of the cause of tuberculosis, the world gradually awakened to the possibilities of public
health campaigns. In many states and cities
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Boards of Health were organized so as to
take advantage of the new knowledge. The
State of Virginia was one of the first to seize
this opportunity and its health board was reorganized by the legislature in 1908.
Captain W. W. Baker of Hallsboro and
Dr. Ennion G. Williams of Richmond were
responsible for the reorganization of the
board. Captain Baker, who had seen close
at hand the ravages of tuberculosis, found
that there were no provisions for its cure
anywhere in the State. He therefore worked
to reorganize the Board of Health and incorporated in the bill the establishment of a

State Sanatorium. Dr. Williams was, prior
to his appointment as health commissioner of
of the State, an X-ray specialist, but his dream
was always to establish health work in Virginia. He worked first on the city of Richmond and, in connection with Dr. E. C. Levy,
reorganized its bureau.
State Sanatoria
The State is now conducting three sanatoria for those of its citizens who have tuberculosis. The progress of these sanatoria
can be seen from the following table:
These institutions offer, at the lowest
possible cost to the patient, the best methods

THE STATE SANATORIA-— THEIR GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Three
Sanatoria
Catawba
Sanatorium
Roanoke, Ya.
Rlue Ridge
Sanatorium
Charlottesville
Virginia
Piedmont
Sanatorium
Burkevllle, Ya.
(Colored)

(Enroll- (Lost by Lost by Appropriation
ment jdisc'rge Death
From Statet
11923$ 11923$
1923$
First Year I 1923

Finances from
Other Sourcesf
1923

Estab-

First

1909

40

330

534

490

47 1 $40,000 1$148,503.11 1$118,414.04

1920

60

175

356

332

20

134,083.31 I 57,306.41

1917

40

130

258

173

40

74,610.00 I 20,242.38

♦Received from Miss Agnes D. Randolph,
R. N., Director of Tuberculosis Education,
State Board of Health, Richmond, Va.

JFirst Biennial Report of Public Welfare,
for the two years ending September 30, 1923,
State Board of Public Welfare, Richmond,
Virginia.

of treatment and cure of tuberculosis. Several beds in each are provided free for any indigent person known to be suffering from tu
berculosis.4 The Tuberculosis Commission
brought in its report in 1916, and the appropriation for tuberculosis was increased to
$300,000; in 1918, to more than $700,000;
and last year to more than $800,000.
To aid in preventing the spread of communicable diseases, the State Board of Health
issues pamphlets that explain the causes and
the means of prevention of such diseases. It
sends lecturers to health meetings or other
public gatherings, to explajin, how diseases
are caused and carried, and to describe methods of protection against them. For the use
of county or town health boards, health associations, or school clubs, it issues a series
of well arranged charts and posters and other

exhibits. Any of this information may be
had free of charge by writing to the State
Board of Health in Richmond.
The State Board furnishes to county and
town health boards, without charge, expert advice and assistance. Upon request it will inspect the living conditions in any city, town,
or village and recommend any necessary sanitary improvements. It co-operates with the
Board of Education in the physical inspection
of school children. It co-operates with the
county authorities in providing money for intensive health campaigns, and its field workers direct such campaigns. In do'ng these
things the State Board is working toward
relieving the situation.

^''Tuberculosis," Health Bulletin No. 5,
State Board of Health, Richmond Va.

Tuherculosis Clinics
Another agency that has done great good
is the tuberculosis clinics which were organized by the Virginia Tuberculosis Associa-
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tion in 1917. They were paid for in part
by a five thousand dollar appropriation made
by the State for education. The tuberculosis committee of 1922 brought in a report
which established the tuberculosis clinic unit
as a part of the State Board of Health. It
began its work a year ago last March and
holds clinics, with no cost to the counties,
in approximately forty counties each year.
It has one doctor and four nurses and holds
a four day clinic each week. There are
thirteen prominent clinics, placed by the State
at the following places: Norfolk, Richmond,
Newport News, Alexandria, Arlington County, Lynchburg, Roanoke, Loudoun County,
Leesburg, Hampton, Suffolk, Nansemond
County, and Fredericksburg. The work of
these clinics is to detect cases of tuberculosis.
Here any one may come for examination, and
tests are made free of charge. The state
laboratory examines free of cost specimens
for determining the presence of germs causing communicable diseases.
The Virginia Tuberculosis Association is
a volunteer organization and was founded
in 1908 just after the International Tuberculosis Congress was held in Washington.
Dr. Ennion G. Williams, Dr. E. C. Levy,
and Dr. William F. Drewry of Petersburg,
Captain W. W. Baker, Miss Nancy Minor,
Miss Frances Scott, Dr. Truman Parker, and
Dr. J. T. Mastin of Richmond, Dr. Charles
Grandy of Norfolk, and Dr. Douglas Freeman were the promoters of the Association.
Captain W. W. Baker has served as president until this year, when Dr. Charles Grandy was appointed to the office. The proceeds
with which to run this organization come
chiefly from the sale of Red Cross Christmas seals.
The Christmas Seal sale of 1921 conducted by the Virginia Tuberculosis Association
amounted to $52,768.87. This money was
distributed in the following manner:
Amount returned to locals
$33>454-56
Amount retained by the Virginia
Tuberculosis Association
i4,847.72
Amount paid to National Tuberculosis Association (5%)
2,626.34
Expense of sale in cities and
counties
1,840.25
Total sale for 1921

$52,768.87
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With the share of the proceeds which the
Association kept, it conducted four-day clinics in 42 counties, the State Board of Health
either providing the examining physician,
or sharing this expense. At these clinics approximitely 7,500 persons received absolutely
free an examination by a specialist in the diseases of the lungs and heart. The positive
cases were visited in their homes by the Association nurse and applications for admission to the State Sanatoria were filed, or instruction was given for home treatment. A
month's supply of sputum cups and holders,
and paper handkerchiefs were given to those
who needed them.
Staff members delivered lectures in many
parts of the State. Articles were furnished
to magazines and newspapers. Literature and
booklets on home care were widely distributed.
Last year the Christmas Seal sale was increased fo $55,568.30 and was distributed as
follows:
Amount returned to counties
and cities
$35>85I-67
Amount retained by Virginia
Tuberculosis Association
13,663.11
Amount paid National Tuberculosis Association (5%)
2,778.42
Expenses of conducting sale in
cities and counties
3,275.10
Total sale
$55,568.30
The share of the proceeds kept by the
Association in this year helped to support:
Free tuberculosis clinics.
Public health nurses.
Indigent patients at sanatorium.
Preventive work among children, including:
Health work in schools.
Fresh air classes.
Nutrition classes.
5
Summer camps.
Fresh Air Camps
There are several fresh air camps and two
summer camps for children in the state. The
children's summer camp at Cape Henry for the
prevention of tuberculosis has been in operation for the past ten years. It is owned by
the Anti-Tuberculosis League of Norfolk, of
which Dr. Charles R. Grandy is secretary-
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treasurer. Through Dr. Grandy this camp
was first started, and it is still running because of his interest in, and work for, the
League. When the camp was first opened,
about ten children were taken in, but now
twenty can be accommodated. These children
stay all the summer, and so get full benefit
of the rest, sea air and nourishing food.

Name
Hill Top
Pine Camp
City Home

| Location
| Danville
| Richmond
| Richmond

All children going to the camp attend
the Tuberculosis Clinic in Norfolk, and are
"contact cases." All come from poor homes
with crowded sleeping quarters; each of these
cases was living or had been living with a
relative having active tuberculosis. Everything at the camp is free. Medical care and
even clothes are provided if necessary.5

| Beds | Race
| 30 | White
| 92 | White
20 | Negro

There are three local sanatoria in Virginia:
There is one private sanatorium in Virginia. This is Mt. Regis Sanatorium, Salem,
Va. It has a capacity of 65 beds and the
rates are from $21.00 to $40.00 per week.
The results attained at the sanatoria have
been of the greatest value and have been especially important in that they have demonstrated beyond question that tuberculosis can
be cured in this climate. In previous years
it was thought that for the cure of tuberculosis it was necessary to go to the far North
or to the western States where the altitude
is high and the air is dry. The State's experience has shown that patients have the best
chance for permanent recovery if they take
proper treatment in a climate as nearly as
possible like that in which they expect to
live after recovery.
As a result of the State health work, fortyeight counties employ public health nurses,
ten employ sanitary inspectors, and eight
have full departments. Every county in the
State should have a sufficient number of
nurses to visit the tuberculosis cases in its
homes and to instruct them in the care of
themselves and the protection of others. In
many counties, however, health officers continue to receive from nothing to $600 a year,
although the health department in 1920 counted lives saved through preventive medicine
by the thousands.
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Rates
| Up to $20.00 per week
| Free to Rich mond Cases
| Free to Richmond Cases

The progress has been great in fourteen
years, but great opportunity still lies ahead
of the health departments, state, city and
county. Experience has1 demonstrated that
to meet the needs of a community, a minimum of one bed for each annual death from
tuberculosis must be provided. The report
of the Tuberculosis Committee of Virginia
for 1920 states that this would mean for Virginia approximately 3,000 beds, which with
a reduced death rate might be brought down
to 2,500. The State now has about 800 beds
and, therefore, needs 1,700 additional beds
in order to provide adequately for tubercular
patients.
The Tuberculosis Committee also states
that a definite continuous increase in funds
is essential to meet the demand, as educational propaganda becomes more effective.
They therefore recommend that the State
institutions for tuberculosis be enlarged
steadily each year, the increase to be at the
rate of not less than fifty beds each calendar
year, and not to exceed the demand as indicated by the waiting lists at the sanatoria.
Major-General William C. Gorgas, late Surgeon General of the United States Army,
said: "I consider that prevention of tuberculosis remains the most important health problem in this country in spite of all the work
that has been done along this line."
Sallie Clarkson •
^Bulletin of the Virginia Tuberculosis Association, 1921, Richmond, Va.
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THE LINCOLN SCHOOL
THERE is a great deal more talk about
modern education in these days than
there is explanation of it. Educational
journals are so pedagogic and educational enthusiasts so windy and abstract, that victims
of a system which is not modern do not find
themselves much enlightened. Though all
so-called progressive schools herald their methods as the new education, these methods differ most radically from one another, and increase the confusion of a puzzled public
which is inclined to class them all as freak
any way. Yet in spite of their contradictions,
the progressive schools have one point in common—they have all abandoned the old system. They have all abandoned it in the same
practical, humanitarian spirit, and turned
away from the system to the child. By different methods they are trying to fit themselves to this need, instead of cramming him
into their conventional mould, to cut out by
sympathy and reason the educational waste
of tradition. What must finally be the best
means toward this end it will be hard to tell
for a number of years, if indeed it ever becomes necessary for education to be perfectly
uniform. In the meantime the only way
to understand specifically what the new education means is to study the progressive
schools, one by one.
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is the scientific spirit, the reasonable, experimental attitude, more essential. The purpose
of the experiment is useful education. This
means education that fits the child for life,
which opens wide his capacities for usefulness
and joy. The procedure of the experiment
is to find out what the child needs to know
for this purpose, and when and how to teach
it to him. The aim, as well as the method,
has a utilitarian, uncultured sound, for
"use" is little associated with what is learned
at school, and science, which is reason, with
the stronghold of dogmatism. They imply
something like vocational training, or the exclusive use of Binet tests. But a day in the
Lincoln School is enough to dispel such unpalatable preconceptions.
The first characteristic event I ever witnessed at the school was a meeting of the
elementary school council. As I entered, the
sixth grade pupil chairman, with grave expedition, was disposing of the old business,
which concerned a polite but urgent letter
to the office requesting umbrella racks, and
a report that "much to the regret of the
council, the behavior on the bus had not been
good. We hope to hear better news next
week." New business followed.
"Has the first grade anything to report?"
A yellow dutch-cut rose tentatively above the
horizon of chair back. The first grade
wished, in a husky little voice, to report many
class activities. They were: making butter,
finding out how plants scatter their seeds,
learning to read and write, taking care of a
rabbit.

The Lincoln School of Teachers College
is the most propitious to begin with, I think,
because it was founded with an idea of discovering rather than practising a method.
It was endowed by the General Education
Board to give progressive teachers the time
and freedom they need to build the new education on scientific ground. It is an experiment of which the materials are a secure endowment, a carefully equipped building and
four hundred boys and girls, whom scholarships and race and class quotas prevent from
being a highly selected group. With these
materials are working fifty men and women
of high ideals and Missouri minds.
The Lincoln School is thus a scientific
school. Education may be only a science-bycourtesy, but in no branch of pure chemistry

Other class activities were discussed, committees made their reports, the meeting was
adjourned. It was all done with frank attention and no embarrassment. None of the
members were over eleven years old. I wondered.
A visitor to the Lincoln School stoodl
once in a confusion of sawing, sewing, pounding, painting infants.

Reprinted, with permission, from The New
Republic for February 20, 1924.

"You see," came the grave reply, "we
do only one thing at a time."

"How ever can you do so much?" she
asked of the nearest child, who sat painting
spots on a cow whose bam was in construction nearby.
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The short cut to the Lincoln School idea
is, I believe, through the library. In the large
bright room there is a day-long rustle, the
audible sign of young) minds beginning to
work. Third graders come with a sense of
importance to take out Celtic Fairy Tales
or Zodiac Town or The Little Lame Prince.
Seventh grade geographers dig among manuals and year books for topical information
on trade routes or city locations. Girls from
the ninth grade art class pore over paints
of Renaissance costume, while nonchalant
students of the senior high school prepare
their chemistry bibliographies or hunt down
their history topics with unconscious speed.
This, then, is what science and use means
in a school. In the council, the classroom,
the library, they mean vivid life and competent unlagging activity. Strict order there is
not, but the confusion is purposeful, not wonton; it is a better sign of willing attention
than any amount of rigid discipline. Yet at
first it is hard to see the guiding method behind this cheerful diligence, the rules by which
the experiment is being carried out. The
philosophy of the school is very comprehensive, yet out of it can be drawn four cardinal
points, four attitudes or assumptions which
are, I think, its guiding principles. The first
is this:—nothing has educational value which
is not immediately important to the child—
that is, unless he learns a thing because it is
intrinsically interesting to him, or serves
what seems to him an important end, it does
not merged into the permanent usuable experience. The second:—since there is no compartmenting in life, the school that trains
for life must make as few artificial barriers
between subjects as possible. Nothing learned in one connection should be forgotten in
another because it appears out of its first
setting. The interrelation of things must
be strengthened, not cut. That is why children at the Lincoln School do only one thing at
a time. The third is in a way like the
second:—education through all the senses is
richer and more permanent than education
by eye and ear alone. By doing children
learn more quickly and usefully than by
merely being told. And lastly, actual freedom and responsibility, actual group-life and
co-operation, are tbe only sound training for
making self-controlled, responsible, publicspirited citizens of a democratic country.
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Bacon said, "Studies themselves do give
forth directions too much at large, except
they be bounded by experience.'' The four
golden principles of Lincolnj curricular reform are aimed at "directions too much at
large.'' They cut down the waste of desiccated, abstract studies, which hang in the
child's mind on the end of a mnemonic string
until after his examinations; they give vitality and purpose to every aspect of the school,
so that no effect is unfruitful in the child's
experience. Their application is simply a
form of economy.
The result of this economy is something
more than quicker and more accurate learning. Take, for example, the elementary
grades. In ordinary schools the end of all endeavor for the first six grades is a certain
amount of skill in reading, writing, spelling
and arithmetic. These minimom reqoirements are concentrated upon with single
minded energy. There is drill and more drill,
and busy manipulation of abstract symbols.
Besides the skills a certain number of dates
are connected with incidents from history,
and pushed, with the capitals and products
of the world, into unwilling memories. This
is waste. The Lincoln School cuts down
the waste, not by more energetic concentration on the essential skills, but by looking beyond them to a broader purpose. The mintmum requirements become not an end but a
means. What the elementary grades give besides the skills is an attitude, an idea that
the world is full of a number of things worth
finding out about, a background of vivid sensation and sound social discipline. Mastery
of the mechanical skills is carried in this
broader aim, complementing and exploiting
it. One of the first three grades, which are
concerned chiefly with the world close about,
may build a toy city, for instance, with docks
and stores and fire engines, or a farm with
fauna complete. It does not matter which.
What does matter is that working together
they make something they feel is eminently
worth while, something that they can see
and hear and feel—and even taste and smell
if possible. Then if they read or write about
this thing their chances of putting willing effort into the task are very good. And willing
effort is the secret of quick learning and long
retention. If they add columns of figures
they represent their lunch expenditures for
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the week, or make change with real money
for deposit in the school bank, they learn to
add more quickly than if they drilled only
on desiccated examples out of a book. If they
write a letter to a lady to thank her for giving them a torpedo fish to keep, they pay more
attention to their orthography than if they
simply copied "the fox jumps over the lazy
dog'' twelve times for their teacher. By engaging in activities rather than drill, they
learn to draw on the whole uncompartmented resources of their experience. The creative
music pupils decorate their drums with designs worked out in fine arts. A play written to illustrate an incident in history must
be in good English, accurately spelled and
punctuated, clearly spoken, the costumes neatly sewn and harmoniously colored, the program correctly set up and printed. A class
studying food must work co-operatively,
touching on geography, history, economics,
bacteriology, civics, arithmetic, household arts.
It must use maps and charts, read rapidly and
selectively in reference books, conduct experiments, make excursions, give oral and written reports. At the end of the sixth grade
the Lincoln School children not only know
reading and writing and arithmetic, they
know how to use and enjoy them.
Besides this kind of economy, based on the
characteristic principles of the school, there
is another which is aimed at the mechanical
processes of learning which cannot be avoided.
For of course interest can never entirely supplant drill. There must always be a certain
amount of exercise and repetition, especially
in learning the skills. But instead if prescribing an arbitrary amount, or overdrilling
backward pupils, the Lincoln Sshool tries to
determine how much is useful, how much ineffectual. Special investigations of the way
children learn have entirely changed the way
of reading, for instance. Instead of memorizing the alphabets first, the children begin
with whole words, which they learn to recognize before they break them up into their component letters. By diagnosing backwardness
in reading and spelling, another investigator
has cured children whom no amount of ordinary drill could help. Research of this
sort, by clarifying the laws of learning in
special fields, makes it more and more possible
for teachers to know what they are doing,
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less bearable for them to wear away their
patience and their pupil's interest by unintelligent drill.
School windows too often open on
a forbidding prospect of college walls, with
no view of the busy street and the open country. Concequently all the attention of the
high school is fixed upon requirements for examination,—on what the children "will be
expected to know.' Preparation for life is
overlooked in the busy preparation for college. Th Lincoln School reverses this. The
same inclusion of essentials in a broader aim
is true of the high school as of the elementary
grades, and it is, in the same way, a matter
of economy. By teaching what is useful in
a vital way, the school expects to attain greater accuracy and more intelligence in examinations than the conventional prep-school. For
this end the junior high school is made a sort
of shelter against inclement college requirements, a place where girls and boys of twelve
to fifteen find out what living on the planet
earth in the twentieth century involves, and
what in the variety of human occupations
they are most fitted for. They study English, mathematics, general science, social science, and a modern language, because all
these things are indispensable to a modern
man or woman. Latin and Greek, always
the heritage of the few, are pushed out of a
curriculum which is to enrich living for the
many. They also have training in art, music,
and physical education, and in household or
industrial arts. With this broad background
they enter the senior high school, ready to
attack advanced and specialized courses with
the capability of mature students. They are
fitted to study subjects, not merely to rehearse for examinations.
To take up a subject like English or mathematics, and break it up, examine it, and
make it over to fit exactly the needs and
interests of most children is on a small scale
as much of a task as reorganizing the whole
school. The revision of every course in the
curriculum is thus in itself an adventurous experiment. I do not mean that it is incautious,
—for the Lincoln School treads carefully, if
fearlessly, on strange ground,—I mean that
the courses which emerge from the experiment are new and marvelously interesting.
Out of the experimental combination of
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geography, history and civics, for instance,
has been evolved a social science course which
gives the essentials of all three in one reasonably articulated study. After a careful survey of all the possible materials for this
course, and long deliberation over their arrangement, the first curriculum was drawn
up and taught' from mimeographed texts,
which were revised each year for three years.
Then in 1922-1923 the texts were published
in pamphlet form and sent out to more than
a hundred co-operating teachers, who used
them and reported their criticisms. On the
basis of these criticisms they were revised
again, and sent out for a second trial this
year,. By continued research and ex-groups
studying the old system, the Lincoln experimentors are making still further efforts to
perfect their arrangement. When the work
is finished, they will have the experience of
other practiced teachers besides their own to
prove the success of the Lincoln method of
teaching the most important body of information which young citizens can learn.
The content of the course is not linear but
three dimensional. It does not artificially
disentangle history, geography, civics, but
deals with topics into which enter all three
at once. The first seventh grade pamphlet
is called Town anc^ City Life, beginning,
that is, with the immediate environment of
the child, with the plan of his town, the housing, public health, food and water supply,
the schools, recreation, press, population, etc.
The study is carried on as a survey, for which
the class organizes into a group with chairman and officers. Then, as it is necessary
to have a civic laboratory, they draw up bibliographies on towns and cities, write to civic
organizations for bulletins and literature,
start scrap-books of newspaper clippings, and
keep bulletin boards and current magazines
in the classroom. By the end of the course
they have prepared enough material in maps
and plans and graphs to give a community
exhibit of conditions in their city. The next
pamphlet deals with key industries in a modern nation, the next with the interdependence
of communities and nations, the last (for the
seventh grade) with a discussion of the American people, the race and nationalities which
make it up, and how they settled the American continent. The newspaper will never be
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a bore or an effort for the children who study
thus the problems of their world. They will
not have to grope for the unrelated facts
they learned in school, for they are taught
their facts in the way they need to know them,
and in a way that lets them understand their
interest and importance. Here is a course
without any "directions too much at large."
This is only one of the many similar experiments. The method is in every case as
careful and as broadly conceived. In science
and mathematics, where more definition is
possible, it is very exact indeed. But the Lincoln School does not limit its economy to the
revamping of courses. Education is too manysided for that. It may be true that interest
is the most profitable factor in learning, but
it does not follow that compulsion is not sometimes necessary, and the Lincoln School does
not carry the interest doctrine so far that its
pupils learn nothing they do not want to.
It may be true that there is an unpredictable
element in every human being which makes
individual attention necssary, but it does not
follow that there are some broad laws of general development which it is valuable to know.
In one room of the Lincoln School, therefore,
like a court astrologer in his toyyer, sits the
school psychologist surrounded by her mystic
data,—tested records of the mentality and
achievement of each of the four hundred pupils, files of parents' and teachers' estimates
of their initiative, leadership, industry and
other personal characteristics. These records
not only shed light for the most enlightened
teacher, they establish consfstant data for
the science of applied psychology. Since "there
is no education but life" the extra curriculum
activities of the Lincoln School are not really extra curriculum at all. Councils, committees, assemblies, game-clubs, social dances,
scouts, publications,—all these things have
their purpose in the broad apprenticeship
which the children serve, all are understood
in this relation by the staff. Even the school
building with its carefully planned equipment
might be said to have a place in the curriculum. Of course, parents cannot be left out
of education. One Monday morning I attended a parents' study class where fifty mothers discussed with heat theories of hereditary
and environmental limitation. These classes
extend the usefulness of the school, by train-
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A PURPOSEFUL activity in the form
of a fair has just been completed by
the 2 A grade of the Keister School.
The beginning was natural, growing out
of the question, Have you evev been to a
fair? During the discussion that followed
a child asked that he might show the children some funny tricks he had seen clowns do
at a fair. Immediately another child suggested that we play fair. When the teacher
asked if they were ready to play, a child suggested that they wait until they could make
some things for a fair. The teacher asked
what they would need to make, and the children said animals made of clay, stuffed animals and cages.

there would be a variety for the parade which
they were going to make.
The group who were going to make stuffed animals selected the kind of animal they
were going to make, then cut it out from a
large pattern made of wrapping paper. Before the children could cut theii4 cambric,
they had to see if the other children thought
they were ready to go on. In several cases
children decided that the animal's feet were
too small or that his body was too fat; the
children, therefore, knew in the beginning
what was wrong with their animals. The
teacher thought several times the children had
chosen too hard a problem and that they
would finally get discouraged and give up,
but they worked hard, sewing the animals
up and, if necessary, tearing them apart to
do their work again better.
The third group, mostly boys, brought
wood and tools from home and made cages.
They decided what animals would be put in
their cages and then got to Work. After
the cages were builtl the children brought
paint from home and painted them. Later
the children decided to put the stuffed animals into boxes made of card board and put
some live animals in the cages which they
had made.
The next day one of the children brought
a pigeon and put him in a cage and one of
teachers got five baby chicks from the Incubator factory.—Here the children realized
they had a brand new problem, to take care
of these animals. After a conference they appointed certain children to feed and give the
chicks water three or four times a day and to
see that they were kept warm.
During work period the children drew
all kinds of animals and colored them with
their crayolas. One day one of the children
drew a pig and underneath him she wrote;
"Pigs are fat." Then the class made all kinds
of animals and wrote a story about each.
Later they decided to make a circus book
and put these stories in them. After making
the circus books the children made a parade
border of the animals left.

The next day during the activity period
the children began their work at the table
making animals of clay. One child thought
each one should make a different animal, so

Next the children began practicing for
their show. They divided themselves into
four groups with a leader at the head of each
group. Two of the groups decided to dra-

ing parents to classify and to interpret what
they observe in their children. Other meetings are held under the Teachers'-Parents'
Association for open discussion of such topics
as "the purpose of homework and methods of
doing it,'' "psychological tests,'' etc.; and the
school receives a double benefit of confidence
and criticism,. Even visitors are not neglected as a source of suggestion. Recognition
of complexity, systematic open-minded attention to every element in the complex—that
is reasonable education. It is rich and wellrounder because it is economical.
Though the Lincoln School is not the only progressive school in the country it is the
only one which looks beyond itself to the
whole field of education. Its experiments
are submitted to the educational world just
as findings of any scientific laboratory belong
to science. And though its work is only beginning, it has already paved a solid path
toward the ideal that "There is no education
but life," the ideal, we must believe, of the
new education.
Elizabeth Vincent

ACTIVITIES IN THE SECOND
GRADE
THE SECOND GRADE HAS A FAIR
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matize stories about animals they had read
of. The third group "pulled off'' stunts
they had seen at a fair and the fourth group
made up a little show. The teacher who
was the guide for this group had made up
a play for these children, but when she told
them the story about it she found the children bubbling over with their own original
ideas, so they supplied their own end—which
was so much the better.
The class invited the third grade in to
see their play and exhibit. The play was
humorous but beneficial as well. In fact,
the values to the children could scarcely be
estimated; some of the more tangible results
were training in solving their own problems,
training in initiative, and a wider knowledge
as well.
Maude Cuthriell

THE SECOND GRADE GOES TO HOLLAND
A DUTCH project was introduced by
a story of a king who ordered tulip
bulbs from Holland. At its close one
of the children said that we still get most of
our tulip bulbs from there. Another wished
to plant some tulip bulbs in the room. So
the class was divided into five groups and a
tulip bulb was given to each. While one
group was planting its bulb, the others were
given Dutch books and pictures to look at.
Two days later a discussion was held comparing our ways of travel with that of Holland ; our steam, electric, and gasoline engines
with the Dutch windmill. The climate of
the two countries, and the dykes were also
talked of.
Spare moments were spent in looking at
the pictures in the Dutch books. The children kept their eyess open for anything they
could find at home pertaining to Dutch life,
and from time to time brought pictures of
little Dutch children, and of the windmills
to school.
The children then made paper windmills
in one of their work periods to put in a border around the room. One child became so
enthusiastic that he made a windmill at home.
He covered a tin can with paper for the mill
and put pasteboard wings on it so they would
turn around.
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By this time the children were anxious to
learn some more about the Dutch people,
so the duties of the mother, the occupation
of the father, how the children play, how
they help, and their appearance were discussed.
The story of Hansel and Gretcl was told
as an example of one the Dutch children like.
After it had been reproduced by a child, it
was dramatized. One of the children, chosen
as stage manager, carried the responsibility of
choosing the needed characters, and of helping the characters, should they forget what
they were to do next. Characters were chosen
and the story was played.
Before work period one day the children
talked about making things such as the Dutch
people use. The following suggestions were
gathered from the class:
1. That one corner of the room be used
for a Dutch house.
2. That they could make:
a. A windmill.
b. Furniture for the house.
c. Caps and aprons.
d. Marbles and other things of clay.
They decided that all the girls should
make Dutch caps and aprons. The boys divided into groups: one to make the windmill;
another, the bed and other furniture; and
another, marbles and things of day. They
were then ready for good hard work and lost
no time in getting started.
Each girl cut her own cap out from a
pattern. The boys, after a little study of
the Dutch books, started the windmill, bed,
etq. At any time after that one might step
into the 2 B grade during work period and
see the girls grouped in one corner of the
room industriously sewing on their caps and
aprons and enjoying little conversations,
while in another corner a group of boys was
working on the windmill, sawing and hammering. Another group of boys might be working on the bed and other furniture in another part of the room. The third group
would be at the table making boats, marbles,
and dishes of clay. Each child was doing
his part in the task which he had chosen.
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Pictures of Dutch scenes were worked out
by the children, using bright colored paper.
The best of the pictures were put around
the blackboard for a border.
Songs and games grew out of this study
of Dutch life. The songs the children learned were:
1. The Windmill.
2. Hansel and Gretel.
3. Holland Maids.
The games used were:
1. The Needle's Eye.
2. Flying Kites.
3. Squat Tag.
The children also practiced the dramatization of Hansel and Gretel during the game
period.
After the girls had finished their caps
and aprons, they made curtains, a mattress,
pillow and covering for the Dutch bed. While
some were working on these, others were
making costumes for the characters in Hansel and Gretel. One little girl brought her
doll to school and the children dressed it
as a little Dutch girl. The boys who cared
to do so made kites.
The project lasted four weeks. It closed
with the following program:
1. Song—The Windmill.
2. Poems—(1) The Wind.
(2) The Friendly Cow.
3. Story—Hansel and Gretel.
4. Play—Hansel and Gretel.
5. Song—Hansel and Gretel.
6. Reports—Facts learned about the Dutch
people.
7. Song—Holland Maids.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN
VIRGINIA'S ELEMENTARY
AND JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS
SOCIETY today demands that the
school should be responsible for the
pupil's health, for his training for future citizenship, for his participation in economic and social life, as well as for the fundamentals of education.
A proper course in physical education has
not been perfected for the junior high school,
yet certain conditions and objectives are necessary to any course of study. The characteristics of the children largely determine the
aim of physical education. For instance, the
children of the junior high school offer a
difficult problem to the gymnasium instructor
because of the physical characteristics of their
age. They should be given carefully planned
lessons which will develop healthful, muscular activity, organic vigor, bodily poise, and
alertness. One aim in physical education in
the junior high school is to promote and guide
the social and moral nature of the pupil in
such a way as to be productive of initiative
and determination, of leadership, of self-control, and other characteristics conducive to
right living.1 This is a great opportunity
for the instructor in this department of the
school to mold the lives of the children as
they should be. Some of the characteristics
which an instructor may well strive to develop are honesty, self-control, subordination,
loyalty, co-operation with others, clean speech,
and fair play.
One of the points stressed at a recent
conference of physical directors was the question of whether or not academic credit should
be given for physical education. The question of time allotment was also taken up at
this meeting. One lesson of physical training
should be given in the morning and one in
the afternoon, with a minimum time of ten
minutes. The exercises should be given outside, if the weather permits, and indoors, with
the windows open, if the weather is bad.
l"A Study of Physical Education in the Junior High School and Intermediate School," by
J. F. Landis, Mind and Body, September-October, 1922, p. 205.
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Sin the elementary schools In Richmond the
school yards are used when the weather permits; otherwise, class rooms are used. One
junior high school has a gymnasium, one has
a roof, and the other two use the basement and
yard.
90ne grammar school in Staunton has a
very small playground.
lONo schools have a gymnasium or a pool.
Several have athletic fields and all have playgrounds.
llln Norfolk County there is one auditorium
fitted up for a gymnasium, which is used for
a basketball court.
12A lecture Is given by the director occasionally.
iSNew York State Course of Study and Baltimore Course of Study are used in Bristol.
14The textbooks used in Norfolk are;
For elementary school: Primer of Hygiene,
Ritchie and Caldwell. Primer of Sanitation
and Physiology, Ritchie.
For junior high school; Primer of Sanitation and Physiology, Ritchie. An Introduction
to Science, B. M. Cark. Elementary Biology,
Paebody and Hunt.
15Primer of Hygiene—5th grade.
Primer of Sanitation—6th grade.
iBThe textbooks used in the Suffolk schools
are;
Conn and Shepherd's—5th grade.
Ritchie's—6th, 7th, and 8th grades.
There are also lectures given by the school
nurse.
iTThe textbook used in Elizabeth City County Is: Manual of Physical Training, Games and
Mass Competitions, by Keene.
iSThe textbook used in Isle of Wight County is: Manual of Physical Training, Games, and
Mass Competitions, by Keene.
19The textbook used in Norfolk County is:
Book of Physical Education, by Panzer.
20This Is the first year that physical education has been in this school and it will not
be graded until next year.
21The academic credit given for courses in
physical o ducat'on is .2 of one unit for each
nine months in the high school except in the
fourth year. The maximum credit is .6 of a
unit.
22Unless excused by a doctor.
23The only excuse from absence in a class
Is a doctor's certificate.
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less and are not doing their best work, they
should have a short drill or a game. The
games should be supervised during recess;
this will not hinder the development of initiative. Time should be devoted to athletics
after school.
In two-minute drills, exercises shoud be
used which will require little mental effort.
The greatest effort should be made at the
middle of the drill, and end with a quieting
exercise.
Physical education should be graded as
other subjects. The pupil should be graded
on posture, skill, grace of performance, spirit,
initiative for leadership, and sportsmanship.
In order to get the boys and girls in Virginia interested in athletics and to have a
test of physical efficiency that would apply
to all eligible persons, the State Board of
Education has adopted the Virginia Badge
Tests2 for boys and girls. In order to win
a badge each person is required to come up
to a certain physical standard. All the regularly enrolled students of the public schools
of Virginia, all students, teachers and officials
are eligible for the badge or test. Each person can receive only one badge during the
year. The badge test develops efficiency in
the boys and creates great athletes. The girls
develop poise, control of their bodies, and
physical fitness.
As a further suggestion of plans which
teachers would follow in physical training,
the following general suggestions for lessons
in physical training3 are given here:
1. The teacher should have good posture
during lesson.
2. The teacher should study "Methods of
Commanding" in "Play and Athletics."
3. Formal type of command is used for older children.
4. The teacher's manner should be cheerful and encouraging.
5. Poor response of class may be due to;
a. Lack of interest and "pep" displayed
by teacher.
b. Exercises and games too difficult for
pupils.
There should be a special allotment of time
c. Exercises and games too elementary
for this, because it is a law of the state that for pupils.
all schools in the state should have physical
2Bulletln, No. 4, April 1920, State Board of
training on the regular school program. Two
or three minutes drill should be given when- Education, Richmond, Virginia.
SPrepared by Mr. G. C. Throner.
ever needed. When the chidren become rest-
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6. "Running through" a lesson does not produce the desired result.
7. Teachers should exercise and play so as
to avoid a nervous breakdown.
From the same source, the following suggestions for conducting games are given:
1. Never try to both teach and play a game
at the same time.
2. If there is a lack of interest in the games,
divide the groups into smaller ones.
3. Enforce all rules strictly.
4. If the game requires a decision as to the
winner, make the decision quickly and fairly.
5. If a child has been hurt, give him first
■aid, but otherwise do not bother him.
6. Do not conduct the game quietly.
7. Do not put a pupil in a game if the pupil
is likely to he hurt by it.
8. The teacher should see that each child
is enjoying the game thoroughly.
Objectives in Physical Education
The objectives in physical education can
be looked at from five standpoints.4
A. Organization and leadership of child
life as expressed in big-muscle activities. Unless children have adult leadership, they will
direct their activities in the wrong way. They
need leadership to direct the big-muscle activities, so that they will not destroy themselves.
The big-muscle play is being centered in the
school.
B. Adult social adjustment and efficiency.
Children shoud be adjusted to adult activity
as they grow older and become a part of the
adult social life.
C. Development necessary to realize the
adjustment.
1. The development of the instinct
mechanisms.
2. The development of the intellectual
mechanisms.
3. The development of the neuro-muscular mechanisms.
4. The development of the organic
mechanisms.
D. Social standards as applied to activities^
the development and adjustment. "Standards
"^'Objectives of Physical Education," by C. W.
Hetherington Mind and Body, September-October, 1922.
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are the idealizing objectives of education."
Standards guide all activities which give development and they are used for judging the
results.
E. The control of health conditions.
Health control is one of the most important
objectives in life.
Conditions Existing in Virginia Schools
In order to find the conditions existing
in Virginia in physical education work, a
questionnaire was sent to the physical directors in fourteen cities and six counties. The
questionnaire was sent to these places because
they are the ones which have physical education in their curriculum.
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How many periods are devoted to physical education per week in your schools?
2. What is the length of the period?
3. (a) If period is spent in both drill and
games, indicate approximate number of minutes for each.
Drill
Games
(b) If alternate periods are spent on
drills and games, check here
4. Check the equipment which your school
has.
Gymnasium
Swimming Pool
Athletic Field
5. Is a course in hygiene given in the
school?
6. Is it related to physical education work?
7. What textbooks do you use?
8. Is academic credit given for courses in
physical education?
9. Is attendance In physical education classes compulsory?
By the accompaning table we can readily
see that physical education in Virginia is by
no means standardized.
In Staunton, there is a volley ball court
for both boys and girls, a pair of jumping
standards for each, two horizontal bars for
the boys, and a giant stride has been ordered.
This is the first year that Isle of Wight
County has had a supervisor of physical education. They have many difficulties at present but hope to have a thriving physical education department soon.
The program of health and education is
as follows:5
^Prepared by Mr. G. C. Throner.
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1. Annual and daily inspection of school
children by class room teachers.
2. Correction of physical defects.
3. Instruction in proper health habits.
4. Physical activities for children of elementary grades.
a. Skipping, hopping, and marching.
b. Formal, as "setting-up" exercises.
c. Informal, as play.
d. Rhythmic activities, as singing
games and dancing.
e. Mimetics—recreational and vocational activities.
f. Games, as song and ring games.
g. Athletics.
(1) Badge tests.
h. Stunts and apparatus work.
Physical activities when they are well
chosen, organized, and supervised will;
1. Develop the physical element of the
individual nature through the promotion of
health.
2. Help educational results by obtaining
a prompt response to commands and situations.
3. Help to develop social and moral qualities.
4. Develop the desire for recreative activities.
Mearle Pearce

BETTY TARES ORIENTATION
BY CORRESPONDENCE
THE Class of '23 of Stoneville High
School was assembled in front of
Bell's Drugstore waiting for the bus
to take them to the nearby city, where each
would take the train for the school of his
choics. There were seven of them—four
girls and three boys, eager to begin college
life. Individual differences had led each of
six to chose a different school, while one,
Betty Ray, remained at home, thinking that
a high school education fully qualified her for
intelligent participation in any phase of life.
All too soon the bus came and hastened
Betty Ray's six lively classmates on their
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way to college. She stood on the pavement
waving her handkerchief until the bus rounded the corner two blocks up the street and
was lost to sight. Betty turned on her heel
and started for home. Even though her eyes
were misty, she was thinking, "they can go
to college and continue their studies if they
want to, but give me the carefree life and
big times that I am going to have in Stoneville this winter."
One chilly morning late in spring Betty
was diligently cleaning out her writing desk,
reading over again the letters from favorite
acquaintances which had been accumulating
for months. She noticed a postmark, "University, Va., Nov. 12, 1923," and opened the
envelope.
"Oh, here's one of Dick's old letters—footbal from beginning to end, of course. Gee,
wasn't he happy when he made the team? I
never thought he had enough ambition to
become a doctor, but his letters sound like
he surely is fascinated with college life."
"Iva's written me once a week the whole
winter," she thought as she saw the address,
"Roanoke Business College, October 20, '23.'
"Oh, this is her first typewritten letter,
and here is that paragraph of short hand
that she refused to translate for me; said I'd
have to go to school and learn to read it myself and of course she wants me to come to
Roanoke Business College! But what I
learned at high school is enough for me. Still,
I would like to know how to typewrite andl
read this aggravating short hand.
"When did I get this letter from Joe?
February 2nd. Oh yes, after Christmas; still
raving over science! It's no wonder he raves
over it, because it was interesting in high
school. And they have everything in college
laboratories you need to work with. I didn t
think Joe would like a co-ed school, but to
read his letters one would think there wasn't
another school on the map but William and
Mary. Just think, there are almost as many
girls as boys in his science class. Really, I
would like to know more about nature, and
modern inventions.
" 'Toots,' in the whirl at Sullins, still
writes often," Betty thought. "She said in
her last letter that she would be in two public recitals next week. Where is that letter?
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What did she really say? Here it is in my
pocket. She says, 'One doesn't understand
music until she has really studied it and heard
artists. I wish you could hear some of the
artists I have heard this winter; I believe
you would feel just as I do about it. Even
the music we give here at school is far superior to the music at Stoneville. The seniors presented a play last night that was
grand. If my course in dramatics brings me
up to a level with any in the play, I feel
that my time will be well spent. Honestly,
Betty, you don't know what you are missing;
you are just letting your opportunities of development slip between your fingers.'—I wish
she wouldn't write those things; she almost
makes me think I am missing something."
Betty sat gazing out of the window after
she read "Toots's" letter, wondering if what
she had written was really so. Then she resumed her task of straightening out her desk.
"This letter from Tom, I'm going to read
from start to finish. He didn't like high
school any better than I did."
V. P. I.
Dear Bettie,
February 21, 1924
We're going to have holiday tomorrow, so
will take time to answer all letters right now.
Haven't heard a line from Stoneville this
week. What's the matter? Is it as dull as
ever? Didn't realize it was so dull until I
came down here and have been with the other
fellows. I'll declare X never thought there was
so much to learn about farming and agriculture in books until I started studying. I have
learned some tricks that will surprise Dad
when I tell him and show him. Can't wait
to grow a crop on Red Hill. Good farming
depends on up-to-date information as well as
good thinking and reasoning. Me for a farmer.
I would have trudged along in the same old
rut if I hadn't come to Old Tech. I wish I
could make some of the fellows around Stoneville ambitious enough to want to get an education.
"Betty, here's a letter for you.
"Thank you, mother.—Oh, from Mary
Ellen. I can't get the letter open quickly
enough; it has been two weeks since I have
heard from her."
There wasn't much of the envelope left
after Betty succeeded in tearing it open.
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H. T. C.
Betty dear,
May 8, '24
Few are the chances we have these days
to write letters, with our stud'es, picnics,
weenie roasts, music and expression recitals,
receptions, club meetings, tennis matches, and
observations at the training school.
We had the most interesting .observation
in the kindergarten this morning. It Is really
surprising how quickly these small children,
almost babies, catch on and enter into the
day's program. The more observations we
have, the greater becomes my desire to try
teaching myself. Although a school teacher
does have to shoulder responsibility, I know the
work will be interesting. One of the student
teachers told me that the pupils are always
suggesting things that you never dreamed
of thinking about yourself.
I hare been thinking and wondering lately
how some girls can start teaching on leaving
high school without any professional training.
I can't understand how they do it. I wouldn't
attempt teaching without having done student teaching.
"Mary Ellen's letter is just like the rest.
They evidently are right; it is six to one.
I really haven't accomplished anything this
winter because I don't have sufficient training
in any one line to qualify me for a leader
anywhere. What will I make my profession?
Where shall I get my training?
Elizabeth Collins
PRACTICE TEACHING
In the accompanying table are shown comparative data of the practice teaching requirements in a number of city teacher-training schools. The mid-score of ten cities is
432 hours.
Clock Hours
Length
In
of
Required in
Observation What Course
& Practice Semesters
in
Teaching Placed Years
City
Boston
612
1,2,5,6 3
St. Louis . ..
540
3
2
Rochester, N. Y. ... 540
3,4
2
5th year 5
Cincinnati . .
540
Ceveland . . .
3
2
432
New Orleans
3
2
432
420
Philadelphia .
1,2,3,4 2
Detroit
360
1,2,3,4 2
New York City ... 306
1,2,3,4 3
Chicago ....
300
3
2
Carnegie Report—
264
1917
1, 3, 4
2
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EDUCATIONAL COMMENT
NEW MAGAZINES IN THE FIEiD
In, March appeared the fifth number of
the Peabody Journal of Education and the
first number of the Elementary English Review. Both magazines have started auspiciously, endorsed and sponsored by important educational interests, edited by capable
men.
The Peabody Journal of Education is
published bi-monthly by the faculty of the
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, and as the first year of its
pubication draws to an end the significance
of its service in providing a medium of expression for professionally trained teachers in
the South can hardly be magnified. Speaking for the great awakening South, the editor, Professor Charles S. Pendleton, said in
the first issue; "The educational South has
lacked self-expression and this partly at least
because there has not been a suitable vehicle."
But, he adds, "Truth is not sectional; we
shall welcome writers from everywhere and
publish ideas, as we may be able, which will
help school folk wherever they may be." The
Peabody Journal has lived up to this aim with
satisfying success. While its writers have
come mainly from the Peabody faculty and
from the alumni of this great and growing
institution, one finds represented among its
contributors teachers from California and
Florida, from New York and Colorado.
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The Elementary English Review, under
the editorship of Mr, C. C. Certain, has taken as its field the interests of teachers of English below the junior high school. Mr. Certain, long identified with the National Council of Teachers of English and at present
chairman of the Committee on Examinations,
may be counted on to publish a stimulating
and valuable magazine. In the first two issues there have been contributions from such
writers as Hendrik Van Loon, author of The
Story of Mankind; Sterling A. Leonard, of
the University of Wisconsin; G. T. Buswell,
of the University of Chicago; Frances Jenkins, of the University of Cincinnati; and
W. F. Tidyman, of the Farmville State
Teachers College.
Judging by the first two issues, English
teachers who are particularly interested in
the elementary field will find here a magazine offering material as invaluable as are
the articles in The English Journal to teachers in secondary schools and colleges. The
address of the Elementary English Review
is 7450 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
The Stratford Monthly, of which Henry
T. Schnittkind and Isaac Goldberg are editors, has recently been re-established, and
Volume I, Number I, of the new series appeared in April, in Boston,. The Stratford
Monthly some years ago attained' a high rank
among American magazines, specializing on
important foreign writers in translation.
One of the interesting features of the
new magazine is its series of $100 prizes offered for the best poem submitted to the editors during each three months.
Child Education, a new British publication established in January 1924, seems to
have as its purpose the presentation of materials such as our popular American publication,
Normal Instructor and Primary Plans, uses.
Child Education is published by Evans Brothers, Russell Square, London.
N. E. A. NEXT AT CINCINNATI
Cincinnati has been chosen for the February, 1925, meeting of the Department of
Superintendence, N. E. A. It is expected
there will be at least 7,500 school people in
attendance at the meeting, which has not
been held in the Queen City since 1915-
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OUTSTANDING EDUCATORS DIE
Alexander Inglis, professor of education
at Harvard University, and director in 1918
of the Educational Survey in Virginia, died
suddenly on April 12, while undergoing a
surgical operation. Dr. Inglis's service to
Virginia has been limited only by the moderate acceptance granted to his excellent proposals regarding legislation and reorganization of the schools.
G. Stanley Hall, president emeritus of
Clark University and president of that institution from 1888 until 1920, author of a
monumental work on "Adolescence," and
founder of the American Journal of Psychology, died on April 24.
TEACHING
Teaching is lighting a lamp and not filling a bucket. That is to say, the real teacher is one who inspires the pupil with love of
learning or of craftsmanship. The only way
to find out whether a person can teach or
not is to let him try it. If he can awaken
enthusiasm and make the child want to learn,
he is a good teacher, no matter how ill-informed he may be. If he cannot light the
flame of desire for knowledge in the child's
spirit, he is a poor teacher, no matter how
many college degrees he may possess.
—Frank Crane, in Current Opinion
TEACHING 'SAFETY HABITS
"The contribution of the teachers in working for the establishment of safety habits in
the children under their care," says the Detroit Educational Bulletin, "is of infinite value to individual homes and to the city."
While the number of fatal accidents in
1923 to children under 15 years of age was
191, or 31 more than in 1922, the growth in
population in Detroit is mainly responsible
for what appears to be the increase. For instance, in relation to automobile registration
the number of fatalities has increased from
.85 per thousand in 1919 to .38 per thousand
in 1923.
But the schools are only one agency in reducing this accident toll; and the combined
efforts of drivers, police, courts, and the public generally are required to make a city safe
for children.
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PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS
A survey in Cincinnati shows that the
juvenile delinquency is highest in wards where
public playgrounds are lacking. Court records show that in one case, covering a period
of three years, delinquency was reduced more
than 67 percent after the opening of a playground in that neighborhood.
A LETTER FROM DR. ELIOT TO THE NATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN ASSOCIATION, NEW
YORK CITY
I am sure that the fundamental ideas of
the kindergarten are just what are needed
in all grades of the School. The best principle and practice of the kindergarten is that
the children should be happy while they learn
and that they learn better while happy.
The motive of the kindergarten, 'Joy in doing,' should be the motive in all education,
and the inspiring motive of all human life.
I believe that kindergartens should be a regular part of every urban public school system.
The National Kindergarten Association
of New York has recently called my attention to their estimate that in the United
States only one child in nine now has the
privilege of kindergarten training.
I earnestly hope that parents and educators will unite in an effort to secure the advantages of sound training for more of the
Nation's little ones at the habit-forming time
of life. England has set us a good example
by authorizing the expenditure of public money on the education of children as young as
two years of age.
Petitions presented to school boards at
this time might receive favorable consideration in many communities.
Charles W. Eliot
Cambridge
6 May 1924
One hundred and thirty-six children residing in the rural districts of Burt and Colfax Counties, Nebraska, finished the eighth
elementary grade in 1918. Eighty-four, or
62 percent of them, entered high schools and
57, or 68 percent of those who entered, completed a four-year high school course.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS
miss tarbell's new book
In the Footsteps of the Ihncolns, by Ida M.
Tarbell. New York: Harper and Brothers.
1924. Pp. 418. $4.00.
Written in Miss Tarbell's interesting
style, illustrated with numerous cuts from
photographs bearing the stamp of Harpers'
art, and dealing largely with persons and
places familiar to Virginians, this book will
probably make a special appeal to every reader of The Virginia Teacher. The volume reports a new pilgrimage in familiar fields, one
undertaken to refresh and enlarge the author's
previous studies of Lincoln lore. The pilgrimage began in Hingham, Massachusetts,
passed thence to New Jersey and Pennsylvania, through Maryland into the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, and so on into Kentucky, Indiania, and Illinois.
It is only a year and a half ago since Miss
Tarbell, following the Lincoln trail with all
the keenness and relentlessness of an Indian
on the warpath, but with an intent and purpose altogether benevolent, came to Harrisonburg and Blue Stone Hill. In our library and in our neighborhood she found books
and people to whom she was pleased to make
acknowledgment, and out by Linville Creek
she found the very homesteads where the
Lincolns lived, the furniture that their artisans had fashioned, the good land their good
judgment had selected, and the graves in
which their bodies rest. Not only so, she
found in the vicinity many Lincolns still living, and many of their kindred who bear
other names.
Miss Tarbell might even have related,
though she forbears so to do, how in crossing
Linville Creek from one Lincoln farm to another, by the selfsame ford that George Washington used, September of 1784, her automobile engine was "drowned"' and she was
left waiting in the middle of the stream while
the driver went wading out and hunting for
a horse to rescue her. No doubt a few of
the impressions she received during that adventurous half hour have gone into the book
as local color or heightened flavor.
She utterly explodes the long-standing
fallacy that Abraham Lincoln's forebears
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either in Massachusetts, in Virginia, or in
Kentucky were "poor white trash." The
land they owned, the houses they built, and
the positions of honor and influence that they
held are proof enough of their character, intelligence, and social standing. In all probability Thomas Lincoln for a while was limited to the bare necessities that were the rule
with most pioneers of his day and locality,
but even his poverty and "shiftlessness" have
been overworked.
Abraham Lincoln, grandfather of the
president, was a man of means and influence
before he left the Shenandoah Valley. Records show that he was a captain in the militia,
a judge advocate of the court, and that he
received a goodly sum for the fertile land he
sold in Rockingham County, Virginia, upon
his removal to Kentucky in 1782, or thereabouts. In Kentucky he had already taken
up large tracts of excellent land.
His
wife, Bathsheba Herring, was the daughter of one of the first families of the Shenandoah Valley. The Lincolns and the Herrings are still in Rockingham County, and
they still maintain their standing and influence. That Abraham Lincoln was a man of
unusual endowments is no longer a mj'stery,
neither is his ancestry any longer in shadow,
for Miss Tarbell and others have found in
Kentucky the documents which show that the
marriage of Thomas Lincoln and Nancy
Hanks was duly and properly solemnized in
Washington County on June 12, 1806. It
will be no great surprise to persons who have
dug into the facts a little way to learn some
day that Nancy Hanks herself was born here
in Rockingham County, in the very neighborhood from which the Lincolns and others
went to Kentucky and other regions west
and southwest. Just recently some very interesting discoveries of old records have been
made which may sometime be sufficiently
supplemented to make plain other "footsteps"
which the "sands of time" have much obscured.
Miss Tarbell's book is a real contribution
to the human interest story of growing
America. It shows the struggle of the pioneer, the courage of the empire-builder, the
vision and devotion of the reformer, and the
moral stamina that has given our race its
character and beauty and strength. In a
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day when luxury is softening our hands and
ennui is muddling our souls we need the
awakening shock of real life that has made
our fathers and our mothers great.
John W. Wayland
A BOOK FOR THE TIMES
Ethics and Citizenship, by John W. Wayland.
Staunton, Va.: The McClure Company, Inc.
1924. Pp. 251. ?1.85.
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"The world must look to good character
rather than to intellectual power and learning
for release from its ills."—Elihu Root.
Present conditions emphasize only too
forcibly the truth of the above statement.
Corruptness and lack of moral stamina are
prevalent in our national life. Men of ability lack an unselfish love of service and a
clear conception of duty and responsibility.
The United States is not suffering from ignorance and incompetency as much as it is
feeling the effects of low ethical standards
and suffering because of the absence of that
keen and discerning sense of right and wrong
which makes men worthy of faith and trust.
The success or failure of a nation does
not rest ultimately upon its material wealth
and prosperity, but upon the character of its
citizenship. Too often we fail to recognize
the importance of ethical and moral standards by which men and women judge their
actions. Not a mere knowledge of the duties
and privileges of citizenship makes the most
desirable citizen; definite and high ideals
must reside in the heart and mind of each
citizen. Standards of right and wrong, pure
and unselfish motives, a desire to live truly,
must pervade the man or woman, boy or girl,
or else the foundation upon which our citizenship rests will not be permanent.
Dr. John W. Wayland, of the Harrisonburg State Teachers College, presents this
idea in an unusually able and inspiring manner. He stresses the importance of a practical study of ethics and right living as being
necessary to a proper conception of citizenship. The purpose of the author is to present and analyze the motives that lead men
to act as they do. "The state consists largely
and essentially in good government. Good
government rests upon good citizenship. And
good citizenship must have a sure founda-
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tion." Among the civic foundation rocks are
found love of truth, love of justice, sympathy,
sense of duty, courage, and fidelity. These
must rest upon intelligence, knowledge, and
skill; and all must be quickened by conscience.
"Some things are right; some things are
wrong." The ethical content of this assertion is not presented in an abstract and philosophical manner, but a simple and straightforward explanation is given: the concrete examples forcibly bring out the lessons of the
text. The origin and growth of ethics is
briefly treated, and this is followed by a study
of the virtues and vices, those characteristics
the living application of which will bring
both individual and national happiness or sorrow.
Important as the foregoing may be, the
real value and contribution of the work lies
in the practical application of ethics to everyday life and living. The names of the chapters suggest the lines of thought which are
developed. These chapters are as follows;
The Good Citizen at Work, The Good Citizen at Play, The Ethics of Conversation,
The Ethics of Politeness, The Ethics of Beauty, The Ethics of Business, The Ethics of
Democracy, The Ethics of Humanity, and Incentives to Right Conduct. These chapters
are rich in thought and suggestion. Homely
and simple incidents and illustrations are used
with telling effect. Fundamental truths are
presented and taught and become thoroughly lodged in mind and conscience of the reader. The study of ethics found in the first
half is made alive and vital in this practical
and modern application found in the latter
half of the book.
The author includes in his text a few
chapters! containing valuable suggestions as
to the proper and effective teaching of good
conduct and strong character, and concludes
with these two chapters, the one entitled, Our
Debt to the Ideal, the other, Opportunity.
The treatment throughout is simple and
straightforward and devoid of abstract ramblings characteristic of many books on ethics
and morals. Much philosophical material is
omitted, 'tis true, but this is to be commended.
The author holds the attention of the reader throughout while at the same time he teaches truth and justice.
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Dr. Wayland has tried an experiment in
the field of both ethics and citizenship and
success should crown his efforts. In view of
present disclosures in our national political
life, this contribution is particularly timely
and opportune and should command the attention of all citizens, as well as students and
teachers.
Raymond C. Dingledine
HOME DECORATING
A Simple Course in Home Decorating, by Wlnnifred Fales. Boston: Small, Maynard &
Company. 1923. Pp. 295. $4.00.
Here is a simple practical discussion of
the historic background of home furnishings.
"French Periods," "Tudor and Jacobean Periods," "The Dutch Influence in England," "The
Golden Age," "Our American Heritage," and
"Italian and Spanish Influence in Present Day
Decoration"—those periods are studied and
provide standards by which to judge the furnishings of the present day.
Wood and wall finishes, color schemes, rugs
and carpets, decorative textiles, making and
mounting shades, curtains, draperies and valances, choice and placement of furniture, decorative accents and artistic lighting of the
home are taken into careful consideration, as
well as questions of size, exposure, position of
doors and windows, architectural characteristics, amount of light received, and the relation of room to room.
It is a helpful book for home-makers, professional decorators, and students of art. The
illustrations throughout are charming and well
chosen, and the paper and binding are in keeping with the character of the subject-matter.
Alice Mary Aiken
Good Citizenship through Story Telling, by
Mildred B. Forbes. New York: The Macmillan Co. 1923. Pp. 255. ?1.60.
From the beginning of time knowledge and
ideals have been handed down from one generation to another through the medium of the
story. Since printing has come into use, the
telling of stories has gradually been given the
place of mere entertainment or has been used
educationally only in the primary grades. But
recently there has been a reaction in favor
of story-telling to serve a great social purpose.
This book shows how stories may be made to
function in the home, school, and community
for the development of wholesome American
citizenship.
It not only portrays splendid methods of
using stories, but also suggests how personality can best be cultivated in the story-teller
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himself. "Personality," says the author, "is
something which grows richer as love for humanity becomes stronger, as service is given
more freely, as ideals reach higher."
There are fifteen delightful type stories and
a classified bibliography of stories suitable
for children of all types and ages as well as
for adults. These alone make it valuable to
teachers, mothers and community workers.
Virginia Buchanan
Roqet's Treasury of Words, by C. O. S. Mawson and Katharine A. Whiting. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 1924. Pp. 496.
J1.00.
Bearing the same relation to Roget's Thesaurus that school dictionaries bear to the unabridged, this handy pocket volume provides for students in their formative years
an indispensable treasure-house of synonyms,
antonyms, and shades of meanings.
Those who do not feel justified in buying
the Thesaurus cannot do better than to get
this little volume. One would have to look
far and wide for a better place to invest a
dollar.
Job Sheets in Household Mechanics, by
Earl L. Bedell. Peorla, Illinais; The Manual Arts Press. 1923. 32 sheets. 55 cents.
Prepared for use in a notebook, each sheet
is to he followed by a blank sheet on which
questions are answered and on which necessary notes and sketches may be made.
Lesson Sheets in Elementary Electricity,
by George A. Wllloughby. Peoria, Illinois:
The Manual Arts Press. 1923. 24 sheets.
45 cents.
The information on each of these sheets
enables the student to work out each problem with the least possible amount of attention from the teacher. Designed especially
for junior high school boys.
The Business of Selling, by Harold Whitehead. New York: American Book Co. 1923.
Pp. 247.
A high school textbook for which it is
claimed that the author has subordinated the
vocational, psychological, or general education
values of his subject matter to the service
idea underlying all good salesmanship.
Diseases of the Thyroid Gland, by Arthur E.
E. Hertzler. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Compaq
ny. 1922. Pp. 245. $5.00.
Making Americans, by Etta V. Leighton,
Danville, N. Y.: F. A. Owen Publishing Co.
1920. Pp. 127.
Health, Public and Personal, by Ralph E.
Blount. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 1922.
Pp. 316. $1.20.
The Conflict, A Health Masque, by Gertrude
K. Colby. New York: A. S. Barnes and Co.
1921. Pp. 70. $1.50.
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NEWS OF THE COLLEGE AND
ITS ALUMNAE
INKLINGS
The beginning of the spring quarter at
Harrisonburg always sees changes in the organization of the Student Executive Council,
for it is then that new officers of Student
Government are chosen to serve through the
spring quarter and the first two quarters of
the next year. On April 19th the installation
of these new officers took place, the ceremonies
being held in Sheldon Hall at 7 130 P. M. The
outgoing officers, whose administration has
been attended with much success during the
past year, were Sallie Loving, president; Clotilde Rodes, vice-president; and Florence
Shelton, secretary. The newly installed officers are Elizabeth Rolston, president; Sue
Kelly, vice-president; and Louise Reaves,
secretary.
Mr. Dingledine conducted the devotional
exercises, President Duke spoke on the responsibilities of student government, and Sallie Loving reviewed in striking fashion the
growth of the college during the past four
years and the gratifying manner in which
the students increasingly accepted the obligations as well as the privileges of student government.
A new feature introduced this session has
been the addition of house chairmen as associate member of the Student Council. With
the installation of the new officers the following house chairmen were inducted into office: Alumnae Hall, Ruth Sullenberger;
Spottswood Hall, Nancy Roane; Carter
House, Mary Jackson; Shenandoah Apartments, Lillye Hundley; Ashby Hall, Lelia
Brock Jones; Jackson Hall, Marion Kelly;
and Cleveland Cottage, Jean Gose.
Both Miss Loving and Miss Rolston
represented Harrisonburg at the conference
of the Southern Intercollegiate Association of
Student Government, held at the Mississippi
State College for Women at Columbus,
April 24-26,. More than 75 students representing about 40 southern colleges were in
attendance, and a number of campus problems were brought up for discussion.
The new officers of the Y. W. C. A.
were installed Thursday evening, April 12,
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with appropriate ceremonies. The Rev. Dr.
B. F. Wilson of the Harrisonburg Presbyterian Church conducted the devotional exercises and Dean W. J. Gifford, one of the
faculty advisors of the Y. W. C. A., also
made an impressive talk. Both incoming and
retiring officers were seated on the stage. Incoming officers were: Emma Dold, president;
Kerah Carter, vice-president; Nellie Binford,
secretary; Grace White, treasurer; Mattie
Fitzhugh, assistant treasurer; Lucile Hopkins,
undergraduate representive. Outgoing officers
were Barbara Schwarz, president; Virginia
Campbell, vice-president; Shirley McKinney,
secretary; Lila Riddell, treasurer; Celia
Swecker, assistant treasurer; and Edith Ward,
undergraduate representative.
The national meeting of the Young Women's Christian Association began in New
York on April 28 and to this conference, at
which there were more than 3,000 delegates
present, there went as representatives of our
college Barbara Schwarz, Rachel Gill, Thelma Eberhart and Mary Saunders Tabb.
Spring always makes us lyrical at Harrisonburg. Ever since the Glee Club wore
their vestments first, when they took part in
the dedication service of the Elkton Methodist Church, there have been more and more
demands for their sweet music. One night
they sang at the Bulgin Tabernacle. They
are now planning a trip to Monterey and McDowell for the week-end of May xo-12 and
the following week they will journey to Charlottesville to sing at the State meeting of the
Virginia Federation of Music Clubs.
Miss Edna T. Shaeffer, head of the music
department, was elected president of the
Virginia Association of Teachers of Music
at their recent meeting held in Radford; in
April Miss Shaeffer went to Cincinnati to
attend the National Conference of Teachers
of Music.
Mrs. Malcolm Perkins, president of the
Virginia Federation of Music Clubs, was a
guest of the college Glee Club at Harrisonburg on April 12. Mrs. Perkins came to pay
an official visit to the local club, which is a
member of the federation, and was prevailed
on to give a piano recital in Sheldon Hall the
afternoon of April 12. Miss Shaeffer very
pleasantly entertained Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
and a few friends at dinner the same evening.
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The first solo recital given here this session was Wednesday night, April 23, when
Lucy James, a pupil of Miss Sarah Furlow,
c
ang before a large audience in Sheldon Hall.
Still another recital was that of Miss
Elizabeth Butler Howry, lyric soprano, and
Mrs. Emmi Pacholke Timberlalce, concert
pianist, given under the auspices of the Aeolian Music Cub on Saturday evening, April
26. This first venture of the new club was
highly successful.
The Aeolian Music Club, by the way, was
organized during the past month and is designed to create an interest in higher standards of music in the college. Charter members are Mary Moore Aldhizer, Fannie Barbee, Eva Bargelt, Elizabeth Buchanan,
Katherine Buchanan, Veta Draper, Susie
Geoghegan, Frances Hanbury, Lucy James,
Ruth Kirkpatrick, Margaret Kneisley, Christine Maria, Nancy Mosher, Mathilda Roane,
Marion Travis, Alice Watts, and Zelia Wiseman. Marion Travis is president.
During the month of April there have
been some interesting speakers present at
assembly. Among these have been Mrs.
Woodford, representing the Woman's Christian Temperance Union; Miss Rachel Gregg,
of the State Board of Education; Senator
Ward Swank, of Rockingham, who discussed
the last meeting of the Virginia Legislature;
Rev. Dr. E. J. Bulgin, an evangelist who
conducted services in Harrisonburg during
April; Rev. Alvin Carter and Mr. Roy Gourley, song-leader and accompanist, respectively,
of the Bulgin party; Miss Lucy Coleman,
of the Junior Red Cross; and Mr. Robert
E. Pogue, Field-Secretary of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association.
A nursery school, modeled after the Merrill-Palmer School at Detroit, will be established at the Rainbow Hospital in South Euclid, Cleveland. A teacher will be brought
from the Mary Warde Settlement in London. The school will be open to children
from 22 months old to school age, and it
will be financed by the Kiwanis Club.

Where there is no knowledge, ignorance
calls itself science.—George Bernard Shaw.
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STANDARDS FIXED BY PARENTTEACHER ASSOCIATION
Parent-teacher associations have begun to
test their own efficiency by fixed standards
of excellence. Several states have made progress in organization by the use of a list of
credits. This step justifies the belief that
parents and teachers working together on
the problems of childhood may reach a higher degree of accomplishment than ever before.
Teachers College of Columbia University has a budget for the coming year of $2278,ooq. Of this sum about $400,000 will
be appropriated to research work.
What hurts the taxpayer is seeing his money spent in teaching his children a great mass
of obsolete matter.—Superintendent Edward
Broome of Philadelphia.
OUR CONTRIBUTORS
CHARLES S. PENDLETON is professor of
the teaching of English at George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee,
and editor of The Peahody Journal of Education. Dr. Pendleton is a graduate of Oberlin, Harvard, and Chicago, and has taught
at Harvard and Wisconsin.
SALLIE CLARKSON is a candidate for the
B. S. degree from the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg in June.
ELIZABETH VINCENT is a 1923 graduate of
Bryn Mawr College, and a recent contributor
to The New Reputlic.
MAUD® CUTHRIELL and MAE VAUGHAN
are both completing this June the two-year
course for elementary teachers, and here
write out of their training school experiences.
MEARLE PEARCE is a graduate of the State
Teachers College at Harrisonburg, from
which she received the bachelor's degree in
June, 1923. She is now teaching home economics at Elk Creek, Grayson County.
ELIZABETH COLLINS completed the twoyear course for high school teachers at
Harrisonburg last June, and is now teaching in a junior high schol at Suffolk.
JOHN W. WAYLAND is the well-known Valley historian, and has himself made researches into the Lincoln family history.
RAYMOND C. DINGLEDINE is professor of
social sciences in the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg.
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"Enjoy Your Suramer'i Work in
Vacation Land"

New York University
Summer School

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
TWENTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL SUMMER SESSION

JULY 7—AUGUST 15, 1924
The Summer School offers persons in
the service of education throughout the
country,—teachers, principals,, supervisors, and administrators,—an opportunity
to participate in the significant forward
steps now being taken by the School of
Education of New York University.
The degrees of the School of Education, both baccalaureate and graduate,
may be earned in the Summer School.
Many members of the faculty of the
School of Education are found on the
teaching staff of the Summer School.
In effect, the department of education
of the Summer School constitutes a special term of the School of Education.
For complete information, write for
the bulletin. Address
DR. JOHN. W. WITHERS
Director of Summer School and Dean
of the School of Education, New
York University.
32 Waverly Place, New York City

George Peabody
College for Teachers
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Offers a great variety of courses for
students studying for the Bachelors,
Master's, or Doctor's degree as well as
special work for mature, unclassified
students. Our second dormitory is now
almost complete and work is going forward on our half million dollar demonstration school. We are increasing
our plant, our equipment, and our faculty as rapidly as possible so that we
may better train you to serve the South
as teachers.
May we have the pleasure of sending
your catalogues?
Summer Quarter
First term, June 9—July 19
Second term, July 21 —August 29

JUNE SO to AUGUST 8
Address: J. S. Stevens,
Director Summer Session,
Orono, Maine.
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SUMMER [SCHOOL
1924
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio
For Teachers, Prospective Teachers and
College Students
Courses leading to the completion of
the two-year plan; the three-year plan;
and the degree in education. Regular
courses leading to degrees in College of
Liberal Arts. Graduate courses leading
to the Master's Degree. Special courses
for those interested in platoon schools.
Departments Offering Work
Mathematics Political Science Education
Methods
Psychology
Spanish
Sociology
Biology
Art
English
Music
History
For catalog address DEAN W. J. BANKES
Direstor of the Summer School

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY. VA.
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN, LL.D.. President
Following Departments are Represented!
Tbe College
The Departmest of Graduate Studies
The Department of Law
The Department of Medicine
The Department of Engineering
The Department of Education
The Summer Session
Free tuition to Virginia students In the
Academic Departments.
Loan funds
available. All other expenses reduced to
a minimum. For catalog or Information
concerning the University of Virginia,
Address the Registrar

The College of William and Mary
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Supported by the State of Virginia for
the benefit of all the people. First-class
training at the least possible cost.
Regular COLLEGE COURSES leading
to Bachelor and Master degrees, or
SPECIAL COURSES in Teacher Training, Home Economics, Pre-Medical, PreEngineering, Law, Business Administration, Commerce, Finance, et cetera.
Write for particulars to;
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM & MARY,
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA.
H. L. Rridges,
J. A. C. Chandler,
Registrar
President
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Attention of Teachers
WE SPECIAUZE IN" PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT,
GYMNASIUM,
AND
ATHLETIC GOODS. MORE SCHOOLS
ARE DEVELOPING PLAYGROUNDS.
A PROMINENT EDUCATOR HAS
SAID "MORE PLAYGROUNDS LESS
PLAGUEGROUNDS." WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF ALL SCHOOL
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.
KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY
SUPPLIES.
CHURCH FURNITURE AND SUNDAY SCHOOL EQUIPMENT.
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT FOR
VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
DRAWING SUPPLIEiS. CRAYONS AND
ART SUPPLIES.
BEST OP SCHOOL SUPPLIES FOR
SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS OF
LEARNING. ANY SPECIAL CATALOG
MAILED UPON REQUEST.
WRITE
US TODAY.
Virginia School Supply Co.
Richmond, Va.
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International Dictionary
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a Few Samples:
broadcast sippio
agrimotor
overhead
Ruthene
capital ship
Esthonia
rotogravure
hot pursuit
Fascista
aerial cascade
Blue Cross
altigraph
junior college
Devil Dog
Flag Day
Czecho-Slovak
megabar
Red Star
mystery ship
plasmon
mud gun
abreaction
shoneen
paravane
Riksdag
Air Council
Federal Land Bank
h this Storehouse
of Information
Serving You ^
2700 pages
6000 illustrations
407,000 words and phrases
Gazetteer and Biographical Dictionary
Wf ite for a sample page of the New Words, specimen
of Regular and India Papers, Free.
G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY. Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Teacher's

Problems

By William E. Stark, Superintendent of Schools, Hackensack, N. J.
The most important problems which bothers teachers—241 problems—have here
been collected by a superintendent of long experience. More than sixty of them
are worked out, not didactically but just as earnest, thoughtful teachers work them
out by trial and error, by experiment, by co-operative study. The problems cover
the whole range from kindergarten to high school. There are problems of discipline, of curriculum, of method, of economy of time, of professional growth, and of
relationship with supervisors, principals, parents, and other teachers.
This is one of the two books on which the reading course examination of IQ24
for the renewal of certificates will be based:
Webster's Dictionaries
These dictionaries are marked by breadth of scholarship, grasp of essentials, precision of definition, ease of reference, clearness of typography
not found in other school dictionaries. Webster's Secondary School Dictionary; Webster's Elementary School Dictionary; Webster's Shorter School
Dictionary.

New York

AMERICAN
Cincinnati

BOOK
Chicago

COM PA NY
Boston

Atlanta
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Your Shoe Needs

EAT MORE

w
Will be easily solved if you bring
your problems to us. Comfortable,
pleasing in design and colors,
we have them for all occasions.
Manufactured in

FURNITURE, RUGS, SHADES
LUGGAGE, UMBRELLAS

Harrisonburg, Va.
5.

and sold by all leading Ice Cream
dealers throughout the
Shenandoah Valley

William B. Dutrow Company
75 South Main Street
Opposite New Virginia Theatre

Stimulate

Your Business

With Printing That Brings Results

One of the most practical ways to stimulate your business
is to send out an attractive piece of printing in the shape of
a letter or display circular, booklet, folder, mailing card, blotter,
etc. Now, if you want Printing that will leave an impression
and produce results, let us know your wants. We specialize
in giving you what you want when you want it.

ROC KING HAM PUBLISHING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

HARRISONBURG, VA.

V1U
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Vv' S
YOU.advertised
We are big
of your
wants.
If you see anything
by enough
any firmtointake
the care
Valley
of Virginia,
we believe we can furnish it for the same price—or less. Send us the advertisement and we will see that you get it thru t> "vttxt" q
our Mail Order Department. Write us for prices -"•
-tb I OC oDIS ^
and Samples. Special prices to the Faculty and Normal Students H £ir f is Olib UTg, Vcl.
Dr. Walter T. Lineweaver
DENTIST

DR. W. H. BAUGHER
DENTIST
Harrisonburg
THE

DEAN

Pe

Virginia

PARCEL

PHOTOGRAPHS
Films developed and printed
BURKE & PRICE
Fire Insurance
Harrisonburg, Va.
National Bank Bldg.

Phone 16

E. R. MILLER, M. D.
PRACTISE LIMITED TO
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Second Floor Sipe Build'g
Phones (Office 416
Oppo. First National Bank
i Re, 416M
QTRICTLY pure drugs and medicines, Whit^ man's supreme candies, finest soda water
and sundaes, dainty perfumes, elegant face
powders and all toilet articles. We handle only
reliable goods and sell them at fair prices—
which is less than some places ask for inferior
goods. Call at Avis' Drug Store. Phone 41.

Contractors

W. M. Bucher& Son
Contractors for the
Normal School Buildings
Telephone 142

HARRISONBURG. VA.

STUDIO

HARRISONBURG, VA.

Architects

BuianBganl:
PHONES } Houie—-85-M

Harrisonburg, Va.

POST

The Parcel Post has enabled us to
deliver to your door any drug store
article at little or no cost promptly.
The L. H. OTTDRUG CO., Inc.
The Rexall Store
Bell Phone 45

Harrisonburg, Va.

Get Acquainted
With Our Shoes and Our Service
YAGER'S, The Arch Preserver Shoe Store
Nicholas Book Company
(Successors to P. F. Spitzer)
Phone 265 L

56 S. Main Street

Harrisonburg, Virginia
\Ti
our store for dresses, coats,
V loll capes,suits,hats, and everything in dry goods, trimmings, etc.
WISE'S, East Market Street
S. BLATT
FINE MERCHANT TAILOR
CLEANING, DYEING, PRESSING
East Market Street
Harrisonburgf, Va.

THE VIRGINIA TEACHER

Quality Tells
Price Sells
The store that personally guarantees the
Toilet Articles
it sells. Only the brands that have
proven sufficient merits are
sold here.
WILLIAMSON'S
Main and Water Sts.
Harrisonburg's Best Pharmacy

JOS. NEY & SONS CO.

Day by day in every way
The Brunswick Phonographs
and Records
are getting better and better
Get them from
Coiner-Burns Furniture Company
HARRISONBURG
VIRGINIA

The Sta-Klene Store

The Best Department Store in
HARRISONBURG, VA.

D. C. DEVIER
Reliable Jeweler
Harrisonburg, Virginia

A complete line of Fancy
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables
LINE WEAVER BROS., Inc.
Phones 122 & 195

-

Harrisonburg, Va.

Your Prosperity is Important to This Bank

We want every member of this community to prosper.
Even though you may do no business with us direct, your
prosperity is an advantage to the community and consequently
to us.
If we can help, with advice or service, please remember that
we are cheerfully at your command.
You may correctly count us YOUR FRIEND.

The Rockingham National Bank
Harrisonburg, Virginia
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The State Teachers College
Harrison

bur

g

,

Virginia

(Formerly The State Normal School for Women)
IN THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY
Note:

On February 13, Governor Trinkle signed Senate Bill 121 which changed
the name of the Normal School to that of Teachers College.

Regular Session 1924-1925

Summer Term 1924

One year course for Elementary Certificates

Review Courses for 1st and 2nd grade

Two year courses for Professional Certificates.
Four year course for B. S. degree and!
Professional Collegiate Certificate.
COURSES FOR TEACHERS
of

certificates (both terms)
Courses for renewal of certificates
Courses for Elementary Certificates
Primary Grades
Grammar Grades

Kindergarten and Primary Grades
Grammar Grades

Regular Professional College Courses

High Schools and Junior High Sschools
Smith-Hughes supported Home

Special and Advanced Courses in Home

Economics Department for specialists
in this field
Special Departments of Music and
Expression
Student Service Scholarships

Economics
Open to both men and women
While improving your professional

Loan Funds

equipment, enjoy a summer in the

Early registration advised

mountains.

Member American Association of Teachers Colleges
For further particulars apply to SAMUEL P. DUKE, President.

